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You now have access to the fastest way
to send and receive money across Africa.
These countries include:
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
01-271 2005-7 / 0700 300 0000

Simply walk into any Access Bank or Diamond Bank
branch to get started.

contactcenter@accessbankplc.com / enquiries@diamondbank.com
www.accessbankplc.com

www.diamondbank.com
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Society

Some couples are good together, and other couples do good together
- but then there are those who just look incredible side-by-side. Both on
and off the red carpet, these couples helped reinvent the way we picture
dressing in tandem, and prove that nothing is better than when great
romance and iconic fashion go hand-in-hand. They are trendsetters and
style dictators. In fact, the cynosure of all eyes when they appear in public.
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STEPS TO PAMPERING YOUR WAY TOWARDS THE
LOVE SEASON PG 14

As this is the month of Love, it comes as no surprise that our Covers for this
month will focus on Love and relationships. Very often, prevalent pressing
issues in our climate relegates love to the background. Between financial
demands like rent, school fees, salaries, lifestyle and various other
demands, not to mention unexpected expenses on a daily basis, the
last thing on people’s minds is ‘lovi wan tin tin’ as they call it. Let’s not
even begin to talk about Valentine which is about the only day some
people show they have blood running through their veins! Flowers are
bought, dinners are had, messages are exchanged as some women are
swept off their feet while others drown their sorrows in their pillows at
night. But regardless of how tough it is to live in this climate, no matter
how lackluster emotions have become because times have hardened,
people who spend each day dealing with one challenge or the other,
whether it has paled into insignificance or been sidelined by ‘money first before
anything’, love. When Love is reciprocal and genuinely appreciated, not to mention
values, is undeniably one of the loviest gifts bestowed on man by God. True love is tried and tested. It stands
the test of time. It is a root that if well planted, can build nations out of men. My most beautiful memory till
date was when l saw a couple in London in their 80s, walking hand in hand, smiling to each other as they
walked to my table and asked if the empty seats were free. I eagerly said yes, they sat, ordered their coffee
and cakes while they regaled me with stories of their youth. I looked in admiration as they finished each
other’s sentences and at a point she flicked a speck of cake off his face. It was so endearing to watch, it almost
brought tears to my eyes. Pure undiluted love. I realized, or rather, have always known that it takes a lot of
work, patience and mutual respect to build a solid foundation in any union. Today, we celebrate couples
who keep waxing strong and are always in sync when both are seen in
public. And of course, they are just as stylish to boot!
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CELEBRATING
DORIS AKPOVWA
@ 50
Recently Doris Akpovwa, renowned
Petroleum Geoscientist and Managing Director
of SusTech Integrated Services Limited,
turned 50. Mrs. Akpovwa was until recently
the National Vice President of The Nigerian
Association of Petroleum Geoscientists, NAPE;
She is also the Founder and Promoter Of
Groomed To Win Youth Foundation. To mark
this milestone, a Thanksgiving Service, presided
over by Pastor Tony Rapu, was held at the Holy
Trinity Lagos Church in Ikoyi, Lagos.
Later that evening, husband of the celebrant,
Dan Akpovwa, the Publisher of The Abuja
Inquirer newspaper, hosted a private dinner
and dance party for her at the TEEKY ARENA &
EVENTS PLACE, Lekki, Lagos. It was attended by
close friends and family.
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ISA PARTY
BY BY FUNKE BABS-KUFE JI

Businessman and oil magnate
Abdulrazaq and wife Kate Isa recently at
their mansion in Ikoyi threw a lavish party
to celebrate the 25th Birthday and the
Launch of their Daughter, Amina’s fashion
Label ‘Koy and Victoria’. The party also gave
the couple the opportunity to host friends
and business partners to celebrate the end
of a great 2018 and the dawning of 2019.
No stone was left unturned to make sure all
invited guest had the best time. The menu
spanned from Chinese to continental to
traditional Nigerian cuisines. The bar over
flowed with the best champagnes, fine
wine and cocktails and mocktails. The
highlights of the evening were the runway
show displaying the maiden collection of
Koy and Victoria and Tuface Idibia belting
out his popular tunes to the delight of the
guests. Without a doubt, everyone had a
good time winning and dinning, talking
and dancing till the wee hours of the
morning.
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PAMPERING YOUR
WAY

TOWARDS THE
LOVE SEASON
Wondering what to do or how
to pamper yourself this season,
think no further, Style is always
here to the rescue! With these
incredible organic products, you
can achieve all that skin-flawlessness
you’ve always wanted.

Service preference, redefined

A bloated tummy doesn’t make for a perfect fit
in that sexy red dress or Black Tux, hence why
the Avila Tummy butter tested & proven with
customer reviews to reduce belly fat in men
and women is perfect for you.
We all Know that the face is always the cynosure
of all eyes, therefore its Imperative that we
keep it beautiful for you or your loved one
this season. There’s a wide range of amazing
products from Facial Cleanser, Rose Water Face
Toner, Papaya Oil, Lavender Face Wash, Hydrating
Face Cream and more according to specifications.

PREMIER DIGITAL BANKING
Our Premier Banking customers can enjoy 24/7
access to a range of award-winning, instant
and easy to use digital solutions for self-service
whenever and wherever they choose.

It’s about your best foot forward this season, what better
way to do that, than to be sure your feet is up to the
task, with the foot care range from the Foot Scrub, Foot
Oil with a blend of Jojoba Oil for that perfect finish and
leg glow.

Find out more at ecobank.com/premier or
contact your Relationship Manager

A well groomed man says an extra amount of
attention to detail, that’s why we have a carefully
selected range of Men Care Products from the After
Shave, Beard Treatment & Hair Oil, Beard Growth
Oil, Shampoo, to the Body Wash & Oil.

from Ecobank
Prepare yourself for sensuality and romance on
your Valentine date night, by snagging these
Aphrodisiac Oils- Sandalwood & Lavender. There’s
no limit to what you can feel.
Nothing helps you relax into the night like
a goodnight soft massage, the Rose, Mint &
Lavender Oils are just right! Don’t forget to light
some candles and play soft music!
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ecobank.com

Get more with
the Ecobank
Mobile app
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BEST DRESSED

COUPLES IN LOVE

Some couples are good together, and other couples do
good together - but then there are those who just look
incredible side-by-side. Both on and off the red carpet,
these couples helped reinvent the way we picture dressing
in tandem, and prove that nothing is better than when
great romance and iconic fashion go hand-in-hand.
They are trendsetters and style dictators. In fact, the
cynosure of all eyes when they appear in public.

OLUMIDE
& DAKORE
AKANDE
We have just one word for these couple
everytime we spot them out: SLAY. The
love duo not only is a match made in
heaven but a match in the style game
too. She is sometimes eclectic and other
times sultry, while he has his finger
permanently pressed on the style radar.
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Always well dressed and
sophisticated, this couple are the
image of elegance and very high
maintenance. In fact Abi is a walking
Vogue, truth be told. The couple
never fail to bring their A-game in
the fashion department whenever
they step out together and it is really
we not surprising because with a
fashion connoisseur like Abi for a
wife, Kolapo knows to always to put
his best foot forward.

ISMAIL & BOLA BALOGUN
They are the definition of
style goals, which is why they
made it tour best dressed
list. They’re both similar
in that they favour classic,
sophisticated looks, whether
they’re out to a formal event
or hanging out with friends.
This mother of five has
maintained her figure and
always looks on top of her
game with her well groomed
husband complimenting her
all the way.
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ITUAH & IBIDUN AJAYI

Ituah and Ibidun the perfect example of a couple that pray and slay
together. The pastor duo are definitely cut from the same cloth and
their style we will say is ordained in style heaven. Ibidun embraces
styles that compliment her slim frame and Ituah’s outfits fit his lean
frame like a glove. Subtlety is the key word with these two.

KOYE & TOPE
EDU
Koye and Tope Edu is one couple
that always stands out in the crowd
and we love their unique styles. Top
always pushes the envelope and is
quite daring with her short numbers
because of her beautiful mile long
legs which she carries off superbly!
From Koye’selegant suits and crisp
footwear to Tope’s ladylike-chic look,
it’s no wonder why this lovebirds
have made it on our list of best
dressed couples we love.
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FEMI & SALAMATU
GBAJABIAMILA
Together, Femi and Salamatu are the ultimate power
couple, never putting anything less than a fashionable
foot forward. Sal is very daring with her eclectic
collection that only a few women can carry off as well
as she does. The clothes are certainly not for the faint
hearted. But Sal pulls it off superbly. Femi is not far
behind in his sharply cut suits. They both have a quirky
sense of style but we love them just like that.
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EBUKA & CYNTHIA
UCHENDU
From co-ordinated street style looks to dazzling
black-tie attire, Ebuka and his beau Cynthia are picture
perfect every time they step out. Ebuka is one of our
favourite best dressed of all time and always attracts
admirers with his very fine outfits but with his stylish
wife by his side, the couple elevates from stylish to
super stylish.

Alero Adollo
aleroadollo@yahoo.com
BY FUNKE BABS-KUFEJI

CAPSULES

T

his Valentine thing wey we dey do dey
push my eye walahi.....
The way people share their time
with their different love interest
on Val’s day makes 007 look like an

SEGUN & DERIN
AGBAJE
This is another power couple to reckon with in the style
department. Derin is as glamorous as they come and
her clothes are always outstandingly stylish. Segun’s
suits are always well cut and defined. They fit his lean
frame perfectly. The couple not only dress to impress
but they each have a sophisticated unique style which
suits their personality and they always compliment
each other every they are spotted out.
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TY & DAISY DANJUMA
Like fine wine, Theophilus Danjuma and Daisy Danjuma keep
getting better at complimenting each other in love and in style.
Daisy is so classic with her dressing and always looks regal in
anything she wears. Her husband is also aging gracefully and
is also as dashing as his wife. Over the years, these two have
continually stepped out in style showing us how to put our
best foot forward and we love them for it.

amateur.
We don turn this love thing into one big joke
forgetting that emotions are involved.
Don’t get me wrong as nothing do love, it is
perennial, endearing and soul warming.The
vacuum in the heart that Cupid skips cannot be
described, even though many still believe love is
for occupants of “lala” land.
Many meet Eros (passion) and swear that their
feelings can take them into forevermore, till their
emotions go on vacation a few months later
never to return.
Others meet Phileo (brotherly love) and get
trapped in the routine of a platonic relationship.
A lucky few find Agape (unconditional love)
and the force of feelings inherent keeps them
committed for a lifetime.
Let’s pack definitions for a second, oya come
let’s reason together, tell me how getting a nicely
wrapped gift on a particular day makes you think
love is at play, whilst not arguing the point that
love is at play, was just wondering how a gift
signifies this beyond the symbolic....
I beg, I beg, I beg, make una down a few chill
pills, it’s not that serious, we all want to be
loved, but hey dude/ babe be rest assured that a
declaration of “my heart is heated up with desire
to combustion point” with no tangible action of
devotion to back it up, na wash jo, it does not
mean zilch, you have not found your soul mate,
quit your love affair with delusion, you are being
played, na game...
There are people who genuinely love each
other and do not need to put out an advert on
Val’s day to declare it, but there are others who
sabi act pass Nollywood actor, dem don kolo,
e tay as dem sabi yarn dust enh, please don’t
let anyone mess up your digestive system with
hogwash, you’re safer hugging your pillow.
Love will never manifest as a one size fits all
okrika dress, so do not attempt to commercialise
it by xeroxing her expressions.
Truth be told, you can “Val” yourself (if it
means that much to you) there is nothing as
emancipating as self love, buy yourself a gift,
take yourself out and remind yourself that you
are special.
Our Creator has a way of cuddling us in all of
life’s cold areas, lean on him. It is important that
you remember that love does not have a sell by
date, please hold on ...
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Naija, we too much

We have the tenacity, that Nigerian spirit that
makes us game changers.

Glo, I hail o.
- Anthony Oluwafemi Olaseni Joshua, OBE.
World Heavy Weight Champion

